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United Kingdom experts have not regarded
exonyms as a
subject
which inspired
them to write papers for discussion
by United Nations
Experts on Geographical
Names. Many
papers on the subject
have been written
by the Dutch-German
group8 but yet the majority
of examples quoted are English
exonyms.
Some of those examples give a false impression
of
UK practice
in the use of exonyms.
Some examples are not
English exonyms at all.
Xt is, therefore,
hoped that future
papers will
give exonyms in the language of the authors.
United Kingdom practice
in the treatment
of.
geographical
names was established
more than half a century
ago and was last written
down in 1954 when it became known
as APCGN Principles
* or to give it its full
title
"Principles
of Geographic
Nomenclature".
Those principles
are appended to this paper.
Perusal of them will
demonstrate
that United Kingdom policy
and practice
conforms
to the ideal to which UNGEGN aspires.
Statements
made about UN policy
are also'disturbing.
They do not conform to the United Kingdom interpretation
of
what was intended
when the resolutions
were adopted.
There
is also a general
misundermdinq
of what ,constitdtesT
exonym.
WAALX~~told that Khartoum is an exonym and that.
El Khartum is the "endonym" oz-local
official.form.
When I
wmtfio --- friend%X?-gc&%rnment
departments-in
the Sudan
I receive
a reply headed Khartoum.
That is.the
local

that

country

the Roman alphabet.
It is not, therefore,
an exonym.
We
obtain Ab% m
another form of official
name, by precise
transliteration.
Sharjah is a name of the same kind.
It
is not an exonym.
All those names are8 however,
English
.
conventional
names. The Chinese do not regard pekina
ps an
n.
It is another way of writing
Beuinq._
Peking
University
is the correct
name of that academic institution.
Peking is also commonly used in an English
context
in China.
Jt is not an exonym in t-he meaning-of
the term defined
by
JNGEGN.
Qn the other hand, the French P&in and Italian
Pechino are- exonyms.
Then again, we are told that the definite
article
may
be dropped without
creating
an exonym and an example is
given in the name Malmbekget
from which name the "et" is
deleted
without
creating
an exonym.
Unless Swedish
authorities
allow it, the removal is inadmissible.
Only
Swedish experts
can say whether Norrsundet
can be written
as Norrsund.
We are fzolh that Ar R&,ad and Riad are, both endcjnyms.
They most emphatically
arti %ot.
AryLtis
obtained
by
tmtera-tion
and Riyadh:i$
the name iwerydav~
use
- in
a. ,A? Riyzg anti Rm
are $gT&npns by
y----------------__, _-- --
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It is extremely
misleading
to say that the definite
article
can be dropped from names vithout
creating
exonyms.
We can vrite
Al Kuwayt or Kuwayt, omitting
the definite
article.
We cannot omit the definite
article
from The Naze,
The Wash, Las Negras, L'Aquila,
Ar Rimsl, Ash Sham (Esh
Shem ), La Rochelle,
Le Havre.
Again quoting
UN resolutions,
it is stated that
diacritical
marks can be omitted
without
creating
exonyms.
Rhone is an English
conventional
name for Rh6ne and it is an
exonymn, as is Liege.
Either M?inchen must be vritten
in
English
maps and documents or else Muenchen.
An alternative
is the English Munich.
To write Munchen would be inadmissible.
A further
assertion
concerns case endings.
We are led
to believe
they can be omitted
under all circumstances
vithout
creating
exonyms.
The case ending cannot be omitted
from Ostrova de-Longa.
To vrite
Ostrova de-tong
isnot
acceptable.
'De-Long'
alone would not create an exonym.
De-Long Islands
vould be an exonym.
Likewise,
altering
the
case ending of M. Terpeniya
would create an odd name and an
exonym.
The case ending cannot be omitted
from the
Turkish
Van G6lii or Kefken Adasi. Van Gzl and Kefken Ada
would be ridiculous.
It is further
claimed that generic
terms can be omitted
without
creating
exonyms.
Yet a name like Baie des Anges
cannot be written
as 'des Anges Bay'.
Neither
is I*
possible
to say 'de R6 Island'.
That would be absurd in
English.
We can only write Baie des Anges and fle de R'e.
It is also stated
that Aleksandra
Arkhipelag
means the
Archipelago
of Alexander.
It does not.
It means the
archipelago
named after Alexander.
It is not Alexander's
Archipelago.
The archipelago
is in Alaska and its true name
is Alexander
Archipelago.
The Russian in any case should be
Arkhipelag
Aleksandra.
From vhat.has
been written
above, it is clear that a
gulf exists
between the members of UNGEGN. UK practice
is
to use the so-called
endonyms, e.g. Kijln,
Roma, Vlissingen.
If space permits,
the English exonym is added in brackets,
Praha (Prague).
On the contrary,
the place which ve call
Czgstochowa is named Tschenstochau
in Germany and Zabrze is
named Hindenburg.
Novaya Zemlya is called.Nouvelle
Zemble
by the Ffench.
The QN resolutions,
when drafted,
were intended
to mean
that actions
described
above, e.g. omitting
the article
and accents,
etc. could be performed
if an exonym was not
created
in the process.
In the opinion
of QK:experts,
country
names should
not be treated
under the heading of exonyms.
Names of
countries
cannot be divorced
from nouns and adjectives
of
nationaaity.
They ara,therefore,deeply
rooted
in everyday
speech and writing
and, on that account,
must be easily
pronounced
and memorized.
To standardize
country
names in
a single
form would have profound
consequences
for all the
Roman alphab'et'languages
in the world and even more
profoundly
affect
the non-Roman alphabet
languages.
It is
hoped, therefore,
that experts will
agree tis treat
country
names as a separate
issue.
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(5) The names of places and of geographical features in countries which
ofllciaity use varieties of the Roman alphabet shall bo accepted in their
oficial spelling, including the 8cccnts and diacritical marks used in lha
rcspectivc alphnbcts.

.(3) The approved name of aniadministrative division af a *ta&,* br federation
of s(ates, or of my natural or artificial geographical feature or .of ,any
pIa& lying wholly wtthin ono state, or federation of states, shall ,ba that
adopted by the suprcmo administering authority concerned with ,that’state
or fedcratioq qf states ; e.g., Uttar PradcJh :’(not United .,Provinces),
Rafiningrad (not K6nigsbcrg) :
‘!
: ‘. “, ,’
bar, shoti?d’a dlnirmt name ba current in English conventional usage, the
latter may be given subordinate recognition ; e.g., C&o de Horn? (Cape
’ Horn), Dhi6rix . KorInth&
(Corinth
Canal), ,+kva
(Moscow). , ;. ’
.
.
1 .’
(4) When any namo of the kinds referred to in &ction (3) above contains a
descriptive lcrm in a foreign language that term shall not ba translated
minto English ; e.g., Cabo da Hornos. (nor * Cape da Hornos), Schlosa
. Bellinghovcn (nor Beflinghoven Castle), lsola d’ Ischia (not Island of
Ischia) :
but, where a geographical term on a fore& map or chart stands in isoIation
and is neither a geographical proper name nor is attached to such a name,
it .may be translated ; e.g., “ bridge ‘* (nor German ” Briicka “), ‘* ford :’
(nar Rpssian Y brod *‘).
.
’

(1) The &$llng of iho names of (a) rcgions’and geographical features of
cor#ncntai or inter-national extension, (b) water-areas extending beyond
the tecritofial Iim.its of recognizcd government, and (c) countries, shatl
rice with English conventional psago; e.g., (u) Sahara, Alps,
t-=qc
Danube, (Q B8y df Biscay, (c) Italy.
’ ’
,
.,.
(2) In tha casa of occanograpbical features lying outsido territorial waters,
the, deJcriptive terms entering into their rtamcs .shall bb in EngIish ;.’
e.g., ChaIi&ger Bank, Dogget Bank, Walff sch Ridge (nor WalRsch RiScken).

Short tide ” P.C.G.N.
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(7) In countries where the omcial alphabet of the ndministning authority is
not Roman:
(a) where an olliciai Romcunization acceptable to the Commillm is in
current use the apelting of names shall be in accordance with it.
(f~) whcra no ofTicial national Romanization exists but a system of
Roman tdn~litcmtion has been accepted by the Committee for tho
country under consideration, the oficial forms of names sh8ll be
transliterated in accordance with it.
.’ ’ ” (c) where there is no system of Romanization, or nono acceptable to
,2
the Committee, the olficial forms of names shall be transliterated
into
the conventional alphabet given below.
,I;‘.
;

(6) The non-Roman letters in the oliicial names of pIaces and geographica+
features in countries which use par@Rom8n alphabets may be transliterated into Ro&n letters in accordance with the convention: af the
respective partly-Roman alphabetsl

